CENTRALIZED CALL ACCOUNTING...WITH
CALL@Vantage!
your revenue - you control it
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ALL@Vantage, the new call accounting software
product by Hitachi Telecom, offers Hotel Chains and
Man age men t Com pani es the opp ort uni ty to
centralize and greatly simplify the management of call
accounting for their properties. When deployed in a
“campus” configuration, CALL@Vantage can use a single,
centralized server, located perhaps at company
headquarters, to provide call accounting for multiple,
widely-spread properties. Priced call records are sent back
to the appropriate local Property Management Systems.
When used in a campus configuration, billing rates and all
software features can be applied uniformly, or customized
to each property’s needs. Features include flat rate pricing,
V&H distance sensitive pricing, bubble pricing, unlimited
pricing tiers, Call Chaining, multiple VIP pricing levels, usercustomizable reports, and Tenant Billing to name just a few.
Gone are multiple call accounting products. Gone are
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multiple personnel administering data for each local call
accounting system. Gone are multiple service contracts.
Gone are the problems of retrieving relevant data from each
property. In short, gone are the headaches of managing a
large, heterogeneous collection of far flung systems.
When considering the implementation of this type of
network, a primary concern is reliability. CALL@Vantage
stands up to the test. It can be configured with several levels
of buffering and/or redundancy at each local property to
provide a system that is reliable.
Stop trying to manage the unmanageable. For more
information about CALL@Vantage and centralized call
accounting, call your Hitachi Telecom Authorized Distributor
and we will work with him or her to customize a network to
your specifications. Or call us at 1-800-446-8820 (choose
option 1)
Thinking call accounting … Think Hitachi Telecom.
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